HOW TO ADD VALUE TO YOUR
HOME

Selling your home for the best price can often be a stressful and
overwhelming experience.

DECLUTTER THE FAÇADE
88% of buyers state that
decluttering your façade lead to
more offers and higher bids.
High pressure cleaning your
limestone or brick exteriors.

ROOF AND GUTTER CLEAN
A new roof can be a great feature
while you’re trying to sell your
house, but it can also be an
extremely costly exercise.
However a high pressure clean
can be a cost-effective way to
clean your roof and not break the
bank.

REFRESH YOUR DRIVEWAY
Dirty driveways and paths
leave an immediate bad
impression. High pressure
cleaning these paths are an
affordable way to boost the
sale price of your home.

SEAL YOUR FLOORS
Add a splash of colour to your
patio with epoxy sealant . Not
only does it reduce long term
damage, it brings a fresh new
look for those real estate
photos.

NEATEN YOUR POOL PAVERS
Having a pool can be a great
selling point, but 70% of
buyers state that they are put
off by dirty pavers. Fix this
simple mistake by getting your
pavers cleaned, and if it allows
is, sealed for further
protection.

SOLAR PANEL CLEAN

ALL INCLUSIVE CLEAN
Do you need more than element of
your home improved and cleaned
before you put your property on
the market? Consider an all
inclusive clean of your home,
including clearing your gutters,
roof and clean high pressure
clean.

Solar panels can save a family up
to $1000 off your energy bills per
year. But did you know that they
are less effective when dirty?
Make sure you get them cleaned
before the sale

Want to learn more or get
more details? Contact
one of the professionals
at DJL today!
CONTACT US

www.djlservices.com.au

